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Stay domestic

The benefits of domestic 
outsourcing for your business
When it comes to outsourcing on-demand, it’s important you ensure you’re 
partnering with a company that provides you with CPAs and EAs from our 
nationwide network of Tax Professionals.

Streamlining communication
The cornerstone of good work is effective 
communication. Outsourcing offshore risks 
communication barriers, different time zones, and 
people who haven’t worked in an accounting firm. 
With Taxfyle, our partners can rest easy knowing 
they have someone in their timezone with years 
of experience working in and around different 
firms. This is all made even easier through Taxfyle’s 
proprietary platform, which features a robust 
document management tool and enables seamless 
communication with our Tax Pros.

Our network’s Pros are reliable
Outsourcing offshores leaves your firm at risk of 
working with questionable freelancers and liable 
to security risks. Most international services aren’t 
designed to be run as partnerships, and as such, 
don’t scale with your firm.
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At Taxfyle, we make you our partner. We take the time 
to make sure the Pros working with your firm will fit 
your needs perfectly, and they will act as an extension 
of your firm when you need it. To ensure you’ll be 
working with people you can trust, each Pro needs to 
pass a background check and provide us with:

A government-issued ID 

Proof of Preparer Tax Identification Number 
(PTIN) 

Proof of Electronic Filing Identification Number 
(EFIN) 

A copy of their EA Credential or CPA license

An up-to-date resume

“[Taxfyle] made sure they were 
[located in] California, so they 
knew already the California 
tax laws as opposed to having 
somebody in New York prepare  
a California return.”

Patricia Gruver
Partner at Snortland, Fernandez, Brown, & Gruver

Access the nation’s top Pros
Our domestic network of CPAs and EAs have an 
average of 12 years of industry expertise. We connect 
you with Tax Pros who are familiar with your state’s 
tax requirements, and unlike services that offer less 
experienced talent, Taxfyle delivers highly competent 
and experienced tax professionals that you can trust.

Rest assured knowing your 
clients’ data will remain secure
Outsourcing overseas increases the risk of security 
breaches. You won’t be taking any risks when you use 
our domestic network. Protect our partners through a 
SOC-2 compliant platform, compliance requirements 
and data encryption.
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